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I.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the research described in this report is to
contribute to the ability of highway engineers to control the shape

of the particles used. in asphalt aggregates used in highway
construction and repair. The Arkansas Highway and Transportation
Department does not currently have a standard method to determine
the shape of particles used in highway aggregate mixes. It is
known that the presence of rounded particles in the aggregate can
produce a pavement of poor performance. Technigues that could be
used to measure the shape of the particles have been developed, but
they have not been used in highway engineering. This report
.describes how one of ttrese methods could. be used to measure the
shape of particles in highway materials. The rnethod has.been found
to produce reprod.Ucible results on particles over a wide range of
particle sizes.
There are physical parameters that can be measured in a porous
medium that are related to the shape of particles in that medium.
This report will begin with an overview of these properties and a
rationale for concentrating on the measurement of two of them
porosity and formation resistivity factor. Chapter II is mainly
devoted to a d.escription of the theoretical relationship between
these parameters and the shape of particles in a porous medium.
Chapter III provides a description of the methods of measuringf
I

porosity and formation resistivity factor. Chapter IV describes
the apparatus constructed to measure these guantities for materials
used in highway aggregates, this chapter also includes a
description of the way in which this apparatus was used to achieve
Chapter V presents the results of
the reported result,s.
measurements performed using the apparatus described in chapter IV,
Chapter VI presents the
and an analysis of these results.
conclusions arrived. at on the basis of these'measurLments, as well
as suggestions for the implementation of such measurements,
reconmendations for further tests, and a description of a method
for translating the methods used in this project to the
Iaboratories and field test sites of the Arkansas Highway and
Transportation Department.
will be numbered sequentiallY
' In this report all eguations
e
beginning from 1 in each chapter. If an equation is referred, to by
a number (such as equation (10) for example) then that reference is
to an eguation in the s,ame chapter. If an equation is referred to
by a roman numeral followed by an ordinary number, such as equation
(II-7) for example, that equation can be.found in the chapter

designated by the roman numeral. figures will sirnilarly be
numbered sequentially within each chapter, with the first figure in
each chapter always being Figure 1.
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II.

F'ORMATION RESISTIVITY FACTOR AND PARTICLE SIIAPE

In this chapter the for-:nation resistivity f actor will
defined and its application to a variety of problems will

be

reviewed.

resistivity factor was introduced by G.E. Archie
(Archie , Lg42). It had long been the practice to measure the
electrical conductivity, or resistivity, af geologic formations in
the vicinity of weI1s in oi1 and gas reservoirs. Prior to the work
of Archie these logs were of limited use; this was principally
or
because there was no infornation relating the resistivity
conductivity of a formation to its fluid content, its degree of
consolidation, its packing or to the shape of the.constituents.
Indeed before Archie,s work the factors which can affect thg
measurement of these quantities were not well understood.
Archiers stud,ies revealed that it was not the resistivity of
a formation itself that was important, rather, it was a ratio of
resistivitieb that was of physical significance. This ratio is the
formation resistivity factor. If we consider a sample of naterial
of length, I, and of uniform cross-sectional area, A, and we apply
an electric current across the parallel faces of the sample, then
the eleetrical resistance, R, of the sample is given by
(1)
P = pLlA,
The formation
of the material.
where p is the resistivity
The formation

3

resistivity

factor of a porous

uredium

F = Po/p",
where F is the formation resistivity

is then defined

as

Q)

factor, F, is the resistivity
of the saturating fluid, and po is the resistivity of the sample
that is saturated with this fIuid. When meas.urements are performed
in the laboratory in a cell in which the sample length and crosssectional area are fixed, the fonnation resistivity factor ean be
calculated from the corresponding ratio of resistances. In other
words, 6D alternate definition of the formation resistivity factor
is
(3)
F = Ro/R*.
The usual choice of saturating fluid is brine.
It is evident from the definition of the formation resistivity
factor that if the particles from trhich the porous medium is
constructed are electrj.cal insulatgrs then the formation
resistivity factor depends on the porous medium alone, that is for
a non-conducting porous medium the. formation resistivity factor is
independ.ent of the saturating fluid.
If the porous nedium is an
electrical conductor the formation resistivity
factor can be
affected by the choice of saturating fluid; depend.ing on the ratio
of the conductivity of the porous matrix to the saturating fluid,
electrical conduction can take place preferentially in the fluid,
or preferentially in the matrix, oE, in the case where the
conductivities of the matrix and the saturating fluid are
comparable there is no preferred medium for electrical conduction.
In the case of materials used in asphalt aggregates the possibility
4

of conducting matrix will usually occur only if there is clay
present within the aggregate.
Measured alone, the formation resistivity factor is of lirnited
usefulness, it becomes a useful quantity when some of the other
physical parameters of a porous formation are measured. If average
particle shape is the quantity of interest, then the appropriate
quantities to measure simultaneously are porosity and permeability"
Archie measured both of these quantities simultaneously with his
measurements of formation resistivity factor. While Archie found
that both permeability and porosity were related to the formation
resistivity factor of a porous matrix, he concentrated on the
relationship with porosity because the amount of scatter in the
permeability data was much greater than in the porosity data. In
this study Archiers example is followed, the reasons are howe,ver
d.ifferent. While poros.ity may be measured easily, perlneability is
in fact it is likeIy that the
difficult to measure reliably
scatter in Archiers permeability data is. associated. with problqms
in its measurement.
Archie found that a simple relationship existed between the
formation resistivity factor and.the porosity of a porous matrix.
All the data available to Archie could be fitted by the equation
(4)
F=d-m,
where A is the porosity of the matrix and m is a constant. The
constant m is sometime called the [cementation factorrr (Hutt and
Berg, 1968). The significance of m is revealed by taking the
Iogarithn of this equation, this yields
5

(s)
In(F) = -n 1n(0).
That is, -m is slope of a graph in which'the logarithn of the
formation resistivity factor is plotted as the ordinate axis and
the logarithm of the porosity is the abscissa. Archie found that
in his samples the cementation factor varied between 1.3 and 2.0.
Equation (4) is usually called Archie's Iaw. Archie did not
investigate the relationship between the formation resistivity
factor and the shape of the particles in his samples, h€ used the
formation resistivity factor as a measure of the porosity of his
samples, he also used it to estimate the water content and the
degree of salinity of saturating water in his samples. Subsequent
investigators have investigated the relationship of formation
resistivity factor to particle shape, the chief results of these
studies are reviewed below.
Winsauer, Shearin, Mas.on, and Williarns (1952) investigated the
relationship between resistivity and pore geometry. In fact the
purpose of their study was to investigate the, relationship between
resistivity and any properties related to the texture of the
particles of a porous matrix. In their stud.y the term texture is
taken to mean the shape of the constituent particles. One of the
quantities investigated by these authors was the relationship
between texture and formation resistivity factor. This work also

noted that the frame parameters tortuosity and packing index were
correlated with the porosity of the medium. In fact the

correlations of the above quantities with porosity detailed in this
study led to the decision to concentrate on the relationship
6

porosity, resistivity formation factor and particle shape
in the measurements described in this report. Winsauer and his coworkers suggested a modification of Archie's Iaw. The modified
Archie equation is

between

F = C0'm,

(6)

whereCisaconstant
This modification has been used frequently by other investigators.
It is obvious that if we choose the value of C to be equal to 1
then equation (6) reduces to the ordinary form of Archie's law.
It was decided that this study would use the original form of
Archie,s law, equation (Al, rather than this modification. This
decision was nade on the basis of physical considerations. A
fundamental relationship between quantities should hold over the
range in which the assumptions underlying it can be taken to be
accurate. The reason for prefgrring the original form of Archie's
law emerges.when the extreme values of porosity are considered. As
the sample porosity tends to zero (i.e. the amQunt of conducting
fluid decreases) the resistance of the sample should become large,
Both
and the formation resistivity factor should grow with it.
At the other extreme, as
equations (4) and (6) satisfy this linit.
the porosity of the matrix tends to 1 (i.e as the amount of
conducting fluid increases) the resistivity of the sample should
In other words,
approach the resistivity of the saturating fluid.
the formation resistivity factor should approach 1 at this limit.
Setting 4l equal to 1 in equation (4) yields a formation resistivity
factor of L, setting O equal to 1 in equation (5) yields a
7

formation factor of C. Thus the nodified version of Archie's law
was rejected in favor of the original form, equation (a), in the
present study.
Wyllie and Gregory (1953) undertook a study of the
relationship between formation resistivity factors and particle
shape in porous media. These authors provide a review of several

theories of the electrical conductivity of composite med.ia and use
these theories to calculate fornation resistivity factors, their
paper also presents some experimental results based on measurements
performed on particles of known shape. More detailed theories have
been developed since this paper was published, but this paper is
recommended as a starting- point in the study of theoretical
developmentl related to formation resistivity factors. It should
be noted in passing that a conmonly used formula for the formation
resistivity factor
(7)
F = (3-0) /20'
the so-called Maxwell expression (Maxwe11, 1891) , wiI1. yield values
for the formation resistivity factor that are consistently low at
Iow porosities. In fact, this expression can be shown to be a
lower bound on the formation resistivity factor (Addison and Bass,
1984). More recent theoretical developments are discussed by
Woodside and Messmer (196L), Schopper (1966), Hutt and Berg (1968),
Brown (1980), Sen, Scala, and Cohen (1981), and Sen (1991).
The experimental data presented by Wyl1ie and Gregory
represent a series of neasurements performed on controlled samples
of spheres, discs, cubes, cylinders, and triangular prisms, as weII
I

as measurements performed on more random nedia such as Ottawa sand,

beach sand, and creek sand. This study concluded that at any
porosity the rninimum measured formation resistivity factor would be

for a packing of spheres and that the formation resistivity factor
of an unconsolidated aggregate was a function of the average shape
of the particles in the sample under test.
Before considering other experimental data, the theoretical
results of sen, scaIa, and cohen (1991) should be summarized. This
paPer presents the results of self-similar calculations of the
dielectric constants of porous media that are used to calculate the
exponent m in Archie,s Iaw, equation (2). The calculations were
performed by considering each grain of a porous medium to be coated
with water. the dielectric constants of arrays of these particles
rtere then calculated using a self-consistent, iterative,
computational scheme. The resulting dielectfic constants were used
to calculate conductivities (electric conductivity is the
reciprocal of electric resistivity) and so enabled the computation
of formation resistivity factors.
The conclusion of Sen, Scala and Cohen was that the exponent,
m, in equation (4) was. dependent on the shape of the particles in
any porous medium. More precisely, these authors calculated that
for any array of spherieal particles that the value of the Archie
exponent m would be 3/2, that m would be greater than 3/2 for
plate-Iike grains and cylinders with their axes perpendi.cular to
the applied electric field, and that m would be less than 3/2 for
plates and cylinders with their axes parallel to the applied
9

electric field. The apparent discrepancy between thj.s result and
the earlier result of Wyl1ie and Gregory (1953) can be resolved by
observing that the study performed by Wyllie and Gregory did not
use any of the needle'shaped inclusions which yield formatj.on
factors lower than those of aggregates of spherical particles.
Sen, Sca1a, and Cohen also presented some experimental data
and. tested their calculations with their own data and with data
Sen, Scala, and Cohen performed
from other researchers.
conductivity measurements on samples of glass beads with diameters
between 88 ;.rm and 2g7 ,rm (3.46 X 1o-3 to 11.70 x 1o'3 inches), for
these measurements the measured value of m was 312. The results of
other researchers are in general agreement with the theory of Sen,
Scala, and Cohen, however, it should be noted that though all
experiments have shown that the Archie exponent m is shape.
dependent, depending on the experimental arrangements other m
values have -been found for spheres, .the m value for sphe.res,
however, always lies close to the theoretical value of 3/2. As an.
example Wyllie and Gregory (1953) found that m $ras 1.3 for
spherical particle aggregates in the low porosity range 0.1 to

0.25. Extensive measurements in agreement with the calculations of
Sen, Scala, and Cohen are presented in the pap6r of Jackson,
Taylor-Smith, and Stanford (1978). Other studies confirming their
calculations were analyzed by Sen, Scala, and Cohen.
A survey of the literature reveals that, while there are other
methods which could be used as a basis for particle shape
deterurination, the method based on a simultaneous measurement of
10

t

porosity and formation resistivity is the most promising. In order
for the measurements to be physically meaningful it is necessary to
measure more than one physical property of porous uredia
sirnultaneously. To measure porosity, Permeability, tortuosity, or
formation resi-stivity factor alone is not enough - similar results
shape
can be produced by a variety of particle shapes
measurements are only physically meaningful, and reproducible if
two appropriately chosen physical quantities are measured
simultaneously. Formation resistivity factor and porosity are an
appropriate choice because they can be measured simply and
accurately. In fact many of the other quantities associated with
porous media are simply related to porosity and formation
resistivity factor - and these quantities are often more difficult
to measure and more abstractly defined. In the next chaPter
methods that can be used to measure PorositY and formation

resistivity factor rsill be described.
t
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III.

MEASI'RE}{ENT OF POROSITY AIID FORMATION

RESISTIVITY

FACTOR

In this chapter the nethods by which porosity and formation
resistivity factor can be measured are described.
A. Porosity
Before a description of the measurement of porosity is
presented it will be useful to review the definition of porosity.
The porosity of a medium, Q, may be defined as the ratio of the
volume of voids (or pores) in the medium to the total volume of the
material, that is
0=Vroia"/Vtot"t,
- where

'

v is used to represent volume. This may be re-written
:

(1)
as

(2)
/v.o.",
in terms of the total volume and' the volume occupied by the
particles in the matrix, Vparticres. Porosity and the r61e it plays
in the dynamics of porous media are discussed in detail in Bear
(Lg72). A variety of methods for measuring Porosity are available
in the literature, these have been descri-bed by Beranek (1949),
Leonard (1948) and Head (1980). A simple d.etermination of porosity
can be performed if the bulk density of the particulate material is
O

(v.o."t-vpartictes)

known (or if it can be measured), the porosity of the porous medium
can then be determined from a knowledge of the mass and the total
L2

volume of the porous sample. This was the method used in the data
reported in this report, the details of the method will be provided

in chapter IV.
B. Formation ResistivitY Factor
factor of a porous medium has been
defined. in chapter II in terms of the ratio of resistivity of a
saturating fluid to the resistivity of a porous sample saturated
with this fluid, it was also noted that the formation resistivity
factor could be calculated from the equivalent resistances if the
measurements were made in a test cell of fixed dimension. Thus, in
order to measure the formation resistivity factor it is necessary
to measure the potential difference across, and the current padsing
through an electrolyte and through a porous sample saturated with
that electrolyte. The formation resistivity factor can then be
The formation resistivity

calculated.
In practice, measurements of the formation resistivity factor
cannot be performed as easily as the previous ParagraPh suggests,
a variety of problems are encountered. The first problem that
should be noted is that any atternpt to measure the resistivity or
cond,uctivity of an electrolYte, or of a sample containing an
electrolyte, using a direct current source wi}l not be successful.
The application of a direct current to an electrolyte will
immediately cause electrolysis. In practice the measurements arg
performed using alternating currents.
13

The use of alternating

!

currents introduces new problems. If large, plate-electrodes are
used to supply electric current to the sample then their
capacitance must be taken into account when the formation
resistivity factor is calculated; an alternative method of dealing
with capacitance is to compensate for the plate capacitance and use
an alternating current potentiometer. This latter method was used
in some of the preliminary studies for the research reported in
this. report, however the method was abandoned because it did not
yield reproducible results. A subsequent study of the literature
has revealed that the problem occurred because of contact
potentials and because of.a polarization of the electrolyte. If an
alternating current is connected to a two-electrode conductivity
cell, the electrolyte in the vicinity of the electrod.es becomes
':
polarized and, as a result, the measured formation faetors vary.
The reason for the lack of reproducibility of results is that the.
effect is time dependent. These problems have been dj-scussed in
detail by Rust (L952) , Jackson (L975) and by Jackson et aI. (1978),
as well as by many of the other articles cited in the references at
the bnd of this report.
The problems associated with the use of plate electrodes in
cond.uctivity test cells have led to the use of point electrodes

similar to the point electrodes used in field determinations of
These in-situ apparatuses have been
formation resistivities.
described, by Hutt and. Berg (1968), and Jackson (1975). When point
electrodes are used an alternative method of determining the
resistivity has developed. This technique is calIed the fourL4

electrode nethod. A variant of the four-electrode method was used

in the results presented in this report.
Rust (L952) performed a comparative study of electrical
resistivity
measurements on reservoir rocks using both twoelectrode and the four-electrode resistivlty cells.
In a two
electrode system, a current passes through a sample placed between
these electrodes, and the potential difference across the celI is
measured across this pair of electrodes. In a four electrode
system, a current passes through the sample between one set of
electrodes and the other pair of electrodes is placed along the
sample to measure the potential difference arising from the current
flow. This method means that contact potentials appearing at the
.current electrodes and polarization of the electrolyte in the
vicinity of the current electrod.es do not' affect the measured^
formation factors. Rust also presents a method that allows the
d.etection of contact potentials at the potential electrodes. This
method was tested in the present study but it was not used as a
matter of course since test results indicated that contact
potentials at the potential electrodes..were not ordinarily present
in the measurements being performed. Rust (Lg52) provides complete
details of this method, the interested reader should consult his
work. Rust also compared measurements of resistivity formation
factors made with two-electrode and four-electrode test cells and
his general conclusions lrere that the results obtained using both
systems were comparable. Rust recommended the use of both methods,
and he points out that any discrepancies resulting would then cause
15

the researcher to find the source of the problem. In the present
study the four electrode method, was used almost exclusively due to
variations observed in results from two-electrode measurements.
An ingenious variation of the four-electrode rnethod has been
described by Jackson (L975) and by Jackson, Taylor-Smith, and
Stanford (1978). This variation involves an array of point
electrodes being placed on either end of a test sample. This array
has the advantage of providing nultiple current paths through the
porous medium, in other words, it behaves in the same manner as a
plate electrode. However, dD array of point electrodes has two
ad.vantages over a pair of plate electrodes. The first advantage is
that the capacitance of the system is negligible. The capacitance,
C, between a pair of parallel plates is given by
:
(1)
e=eoA/d,
where eo is the permittivity constant, A is the area of one of the
parallel platesr Qnd d is the separation between the plates.
(Hal1iday and Resnick, 1985) By considering the array of
electrodes to act effectively as a plate capacitor, its capacitance
can irnnediately be seen to be much less because of the smaII
effective area of the point electrodes. Attempts to measure the
capacitance of the test cells constructed for the present research
grere unsuccessful since the capacitances of the cells were smaller
than could be measured by the avaj.lable test equipment. the
capacitances were much less than a picofarad, and therefore were
considered to be negligible. The second advantage is that the
array can form either a two-electrode or a four-electrode
15

resistivity measuring system. Each array can be wired with
alternating electrodes connected as current aind voltage electrodesThis arrangement can produce a uniform current density and is
effectively equivalent to supplying the current between one pair of
plate electrodes and measuring the potential difference between a
second pair of plate electrodes. This arrangement has a distinct
advantage over earlier implementations of the four-electrode
method., that is, the distance between current and potential
electrodes is the same.
A rnodification of Jackson's four-electrode system was used to
A
acquire the data presented in chapter V of this report.
description of the actual experinental arrangements used to acquire

this data is provided in the next chapter.

L7

IV.

THE CONSTRUCTION AND USE OF THE RESISTIVITY CELL

This chapter describes the construction of test cells that
were used to measure the formation resistivity factors and the
porosities of aggregate samples so that it could be determined
whether or not the methods described in earlier chapters of this
report were applicable to materials used in highway enginee'ring.
It was noted in the previous chapter that some measurements had
been performed using plate electrodes. Since the results of these
measurements were prone to error (for reasons described in chapter
III), no description of the test ceII in which they were used will
be provided herein.' Section A of this chapter will describe tfre
construction of the test cells, section B will describe the methods
by which these ceIls were used to measure porosity and tormation
resistivity

factor.
A. The Construction of the Test Cells

The test cells used in this research were made from sheets of

plexiglas. All test cells used in this project were rectangular.
The cells tere constructed by first cutting the plexiglas to the
required size, the edges were then smoothed, and holes were drilled
in two of the sides for efectrodes. The electrodes $rere formed by
zinc-coated bolts with diameters of 0.3175 centimeters, the head.s
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of the bolts functioned as the electrodes. The threads of the
bolts were wrapped with Teflono tape to prevent leakage of thd
electrolyte. Plexiglas can be welded by the application of a thin.
bead of methylene chloride. The cells were assembled using such
welds, the shape of the cells was maintained by carpenter's clampsFigure 1 is a photograph of a tlpical test ceIl.
The first test ceII constructed using this method was 8
centimeters high and the inside dimension of each side was 4
centimeters. This ceII had several advantages, contact potentials
and. electrolyte polarization did not affect the results, the
capacitance between the electrodes was negligible, and the sample
$ras completely undisturbed by the measurements. However, a new
problem emerged - the results varied erratically if the electrolyte
level changed drastically during the measurements. This new
problem was traced to electric field lines emerging from the
surface of the electrolyte. This problem was solved by building a
larger test ce1l, which is pictured in Figure LThe large test ceIl was 20 centimeters high, with inside
dimensions of 5 centimeters by 5 centimeters. The spacing between
the centers of the electrodes was 1.5 centimeters and the top of
the ce11 was 15 centimeters above the highest electrode. This
larger cell removed the problem of field lines emerging from the
electrolyte and the results achieved with this cell were
reproducible. The cell was marked at intervals of 0.5 centimeters
to facilitate the measurement of sample volumes-

L9

Figure 1. A Forrnation Resistivity Fact,o5 Test Cell
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B. Measurements of Porosity and Formation Resistivity Factor

After some experimentation a solution of sodium chloride
(NaCl) was selected as the electrolyte to be used in the
determination of forrnation resistivity factor. Water directly from
the faucet was tried, and it worked reliably, but it was decided
that it would be preferable to use a known electrolyte.
Hydrochloric acid was also tested but it removed the zinc coating
from the electrodes.

first step in deterrnining the formation resistivity factor
The formation factor is
was to prepare the electrolyte.
independent of the electrolyte used but this study used a standard
electrolyte. The standard electrolyte consisted of 2 grams of NaCI
per liter of distilled water. The electrolyte was ad.ded to the
test ceII, dn alternating current was applied to one set of
The

electrodes, and the potential difference was measured across the
other set of electrodes. In the initial stages, measurements were
nade with currents that alternated at fregueneies between 10 and
The lower frequencies were found to cause some
IOrOOO Hz.
electrolysis, and since freguencies between 100 and 10r000 Hz
produced comparable results, it was decided to perform the urajority
of measurements at a frequency 1r000 Hz. The alternating currents
were produced by a Hewlett-Packardo model 2OOCD wide range
2l

It was noted in these measurements that once the
oscillator.
electrolyte was more than 7 centimeters above the highest
electrode, no further changes in current and potential difference
occurred. To ensure that resistances rather than resistivities
could be used to measure the formation resistivity factorr anY
experimental runs in which the level of particulate material
approached a level 7 cm above the highest electrode were discarded.
After the resistance of the electrolyte in the celI was
determined, some of the electrolyte was removed and the aggregate
samples were added. to the test ce1l. The resistance was measured
immediately and then the sample was compacted. The method of
compaction varied. Sometimes the sample was allowed to compact
under its own weight and. the resistance was measured as a function
of aggregate sediment height over time. In other runs the sample
was compacted, by striking .the base of the test cell on the
workbench. Both methods yielded similar results provided that the
measurements srere not made imnediately following the strikes. All
the data presented in this report were the result of the natural
compaction of the sample under its own weight.
The formation factors were then determined from the measured
A block diagram of the
resistances using eguation (II-3).
electronics j.s provided in Figi"ure 2.
The porosity was determined using the neasured height of the
aggregate in the sample cell. A knowledge of the height of the
sample enabled its volume to be calculated since the crosssectional area of the test ceII was a known quantity. In fact, the
22
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volumes had been checked at half-centimeter intervals using a
standard burette. The samples used in these experiments were

always sorted by size, and the bulk density of the naterial was
deternined using some of the larger samples. -t the sanples were

not homogeneous (most were not), then enough of the aggregate
material was used to ensure that the bulk density so obtained was
representative of the sample as a who1e. These larger particles
were massed and their volume was determined using a graduated
cylinder. This allowed the density of the material rnaking up the
aggregate to be computed. Once the density was known, the volume
occupied by the particles could be calculated from their mass and
density. This allowed the porosity of the sample to be determined
An illustration of the method followsusing equation (III-2).
If , for example, 45O grams of a urateiial'with a bulk density of
z.go. grams per cubic centimeter, occupied a volume of 3Oo cubic
centimeters, its apparent density would be 1.5 grams- per cubic
centimeter. 'solving equation (III-2) for density yields
i[ = (Ppartictes-Ptotat) /Pparticl,es'

where p is the density in this case. In this example, this yields

a porositY of 0.48 given bY:
' (! = (2.9

L.5)12.9 = 0.48.
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Figure 2. The Circuit for Resistivity
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V.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

This chapter presents the results of the measurements
performed in this study and presents an analysis of their
usefuLness.

In proposing a method that could be used to determine the
average shape of particles contained in an aggregate, it is
necessary to provide some confirmation of the accuracy of the
results. When this study was undertaken it was originally planned
that measurements on particles of controlled shape would be made.
A literature survey proved that these experiments would be
red.undant - Wyllie and Gregory (1953) have already performed thesb
measurements .and many subsequent authors. have verified their
results. For example the results were verified by Sen, Sca1a, ald
Cohen (1981). Several methods in conmon use do not seem to provide
appropriate measurements of particle shape. An example of this is
the AStM standard D 3398-81, the measurement basically depends on
the deformation of a sample. Such deformations are highly
sensitive to surface texture. Particles with surface ridges are
to deform in bulk aggregates than particles witfr
more difficult
smooth surfaces. In fact, the precision of the standard is
unknown. Most other methods suffer from similar problems. It is
the present author,s contention that the only reliable methods are
those which involve the simultaneous measurement of two physical
25

parameters and direct visual inspection. The results of this study

were therefore validated by direct visual inspection of the
samples. Other valid measurement methods exist, but these are
variants of the method proposed in this report. For example,
tortuosity and permeability could be measured simultaneously (see
Schopper, L966 or Winsauer et d1., L952 for details of these
measurements)

The roundness of the particles in each size class in an
aggregate hlere determined using a visual chart from Pettijohn,
Potter, and Seiver (L972). This chart has been redrawn as Figure
1 in this chapter. The roundness estimates were made prior to the
reduction of formation resistivity factor/porosity data to remove
personal bias.
The results of the measurements foIlow, section A contaj-ns
some representative results from the smal1 cel1; and section B
contains the results achieved using larger cells (there were
actually two identical larger cells). Prior to the presentation of
the results the nethod of data reduction will be described. The
methods used in the deternination of the formation resistivity
factor and porosity were described in chapter V. This yields
values for the porosity and for the formation resistivity factor.
In order to determine the Archie exponent, m, it is necessary to
plot a graph or to determine the slope mathematically using the
method of least squares. This latter method was chosen, a least
squares procedure was applied to eguation (II-5).
The method of
performing a least squares fit when the basic quantities are
26

logarithmic is detailed in many sources. Exanples are Arya (1955)
and Krurnbein and Graybill (1965). It should be noted that many
Hewlett-Packard@ calculators have built-in algorithrns for this
purpose and that one of these was used in the present study. An
outline of the method used. to determine the Archie exponent in this
study is presented in Appendix 1.

A. Representative snall ceII results
The results presented here are for a fine sand and a coarse

sand. No size determinations'were made beyond the classification
into coarse and fine. In some of the early experiments when the
final test-cel1 configuration was being developed, data that would
sity and the' foimation
resistivity factor Was collected at thirty minute intervals.
However, the results of all these measurements were consistent with
the results of experiments conducted using three data points. The
data presented in this report was produced by perforning
measurements inmediately after sample preparation, after allowing
the sample to settle for thirty minutes, and after allowing the
sample to settle overnight.
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1. Fine Sand
Porosity range
Formation Resistivity Factor Range
Archie exponent, m
Visual Roundness categorization
2. Coarse Sand
Porosity range
Formation Resistivity Factor Range
Archie exponent, m
Visual Roundness categorization
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0.50 - o.44
3.46 - 4.45

1.8
sub-rounded

0.45 0..41
4.27 - 5.54
2.O

angular

t,

B. Large Ce1I results
When

the large ce1l was used, the

saurples were sorted using a

variety of standard U.S. sieves. I{tren the samples were not sorted
the Archie exponent tended to be closer to that for spheres than
for any of the sorted samples d.erived from it. These exponents for
unsorted. samples are not judgel to be a useful measure of the
particle shape. It is recommended that any subsequent experiments
should perform a linited number of measurements on unsorted samples
to assess whether or not there is any correlation with pavement
characteristics. Before providing some of the actual results, it
should be noted that some experimental runs produced fornation
resistivity factors that were unexpectedly low. Formation
resistivity factors much below 3..2 would not be expected over the.
range of porosities used in the experiments reported. here. On some
occasions, Iower formation resistivity factors were observed. On
these occasions a suspension of fine particulate material lras
observed above the aggregate. It is thought that clays were
present in these samples and that their polarization, and
subseguent participation in the conduction process lowered the
observed formation resistivity factors. These clays could. be
eliminated by washing the sample over a No. 2Oo sieve, or their
effect could be nitigated by using a stronger, and hence, better
conducting electrolyte. After the measurements of this report
were made, Sen (1991) published an article that is germane to the
30
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determination of the formation factor of shales and clays. The
sphericity was also computed for some of these samples. Following

Pettijohn, Potter, and Seiver (Lg72), the sphericity, W, of a
particle can be determined from the following prescription in terms
of a particles shortrS, long, L, and intermediate, I, axes:
(1)
- ts2/Lr\<1t3).
reported below are averagie values over 50
W

The sphericities
particles.

$
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1. Material

A

Material Description
Material Source
Visual roundness categorization
Sphericity
pass 4 trap 10
slze:
pass
pass
pass

10 trap
20 trap
35 trap

gross sample
2. Material B

concrete sand

20
35
50

Material Description
Material Source
Visual roundness categorization
Sphericity
pass 4
sl-ze:
trap 10
pass 20 trap 35
pass 35 trap 60
gross

Courson, Harrel,
sub-rounded
0.56

AR

Archie
Archie
Archie
Archie
Archie

m
m
m
m
m

exponent,
exponent,
exponent,
exponent,
exponent,

1.68
1.54
1"65
1.34
1.45

fine abrasive
Horner SA&GR, Haskell,
sub-angular

AR

0.58

Archie exponent, m 1. 43
Archie exponent, m 1.40
Archie exponent, m 1.35
Archie exponent, m L.44

c ample

3. Material C
Material Description
Material Source
Visual roundness categorization

Donna

FiIl

AIITD

angular

Archie exponent, m 1.9
This sample was sorted by size, the same results were achieved for
the sub-samples and the gross sample.
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results show that the method of shape determination
adapted from petroleum engineers and marine geologists is
applicable to highway materials, and that its results can be
These

correlated with those of visual inspection and computed sphericity.
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VI.

CONCLUSIONS

to measure particle shape by simultaneously
measuring formation resistivity factor and porosity for aggregates
using highway materials has been demonstrated by the research
reported herein. While this method can be used to determine the
averagle shape of the particles in an aggregate, in order to develop
acceptance tests for aggregate materials, it would first seem
necessary to construct test roads in which all the aggregate used
in the construction was subjected. to tests similar to those
described in this report.
Such test sites would allow a
determination of precisely which characteristics would result in a
poolly performing pavement. Since it has proved necessary to
separate the samples into particles of roughly the same size, such
tests would be also .be likeIy to determine the size range of
partieles where particle angularity is essential to good pavement
The ability

perfornance.

Other methods have been proposed for measuring the shape of

I

particles in aggregates. The nethod described in this report has
the advantage that it is a three-dimensional measurement; another
method which seems promising is the computer analysis of images of
two-dimensional sections of aggregate. It would seem worthwhile to
compare the two methods to provide cross-validation.
In ord.er to implement the results of this study, the next
34
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stage would be the development of prefabricated test cells in a
variety of sizes. These test cells should then be used to measure
the aggregates currently being used in road rnixes in order to

results against subsequent pavement performance. The
method has the advantage of being sinple and, of low cost, and its
use in the laboratories of the Arkansas llighway and Transportation
Department should not involve larger additional labor costs.
assess the
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Appendix 1: Least squares and the Archie exponent

The method of deternining the Archie exponent will be
illustrated using eguation II-6 for the nodified Archie equation"
Starting from F=Cp'm, in order to deternine m by the method of least
sqluares it is first necessary to take loagarithms of both sid.es of
this equation. This yields
(A1. 1)
logF = logC - n log@,
this can be written in the standard form
(A1.2)
IogF=a+M1o96.
The normal equations from which a and M are then determined are
ElogF,=Na+MElog@t,

(A1'3)

and

E(logr,) (Iog@i) = a E1qg9i + M E(log9i)2. (A1.4)
In these equations N represents the number of measrlrements. The
normal eguations can then be solved for a and M, and so the desired

quantity m can be determined.

I
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